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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis was to compare and contrast the acquisition of
the Electronic Propeller Control System through both the Department of Defense
and Civil Aviation processes controlled by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). The author was a planner and participant in the Department of Defense
(DoD) process. Information about the Civil Aviation process was obtained via
email and telephone communication with participants, some of whom aided both
processes.
Strong similarities existed in system design and prototype manufacture for
both processes. A large portion of developmental flight test was similar, if not
identical. In particular, both the DoD and the FAA highlighted several identical
sub-areas for safety analysis.
Numerous differences in certification requirements and testing existed
between the two entities, based on what each organization had to acquire in
order to enter flight test. The up front safety checks of the DoD stood in bold
contrast to the Civil operations under an FAA experimental certificate. Other
differences were predicated primarily on military operations under the public
aircraft exemption from FAA standards.
Recommendations regarding the improvement of acquisition focus
primarily on the reduction of duplicate, redundant efforts by the two organizations
and include: cooperative test between the DoD and the FAA; information
sharing; updated certification standards; and data base compilation of successful
tests techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
A test program was established at Naval Air Station Patuxent River, Maryland to
evaluate replacements for an existing mechanical propeller controller onboard
the KC-130T Hercules aircraft used by the Unites States Marine Corps (USMC)
Reserves. The project was founded on a Commercial Operations and Support
Savings Initiative (COSSI) proposal submitted by Hamilton-Sunstrand1 (HS) as a
way to improve both the reliability and maintainability of the existing propeller
controller. These improvements would be realized by replacing the
hydromechanical propeller governing system of the current KC-130T propeller
with an electrohydraulic system designed to operate with all other existing
propeller components. This Electronic Propeller Control System (EPCS) was
designed as a “one for one” replacement for the existing components not only on
the KC-130T, but on all other C-130 models except the C-130J variants.
The potential gain of reduced maintenance requirements for propeller
components would represent a significant cost savings over the life of the
propellers when considered over the entire fleet of aircraft. Other Department of
Defense (DoD) C-130 operators were also interested to see what these savings
would represent to their fleets. The principal advantage of the new system was
advertised as greater reliability, or longer Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), of
the propeller control. There were no other specific performance improvement
requirements other than reliability driving the adoption of EPCS. The author was
the Project Officer responsible for accomplishing a system evaluation, the
purpose of which was to verify the manufacturer’s predictions for Reliability and
Maintainability (R&M) and ensure suitability for its intended military application.
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A simultaneous effort to certify the EPCS was exercised through Civil Aviation
channels as well. Adaptation of the EPCS to operations on a P-3 (Lockheed
Electra) were investigated by HS personnel working in conjunction with
AeroUnion Incorporated, a commercial operator of the P-3, and with personnel
from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The purpose was similar – to
reduce maintenance requirements on the propeller controls of the P-3 aircraft.

1.2 Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to compare the test program used by the DoD and
that used by Civil designers and operators to meet the requirements for an
acquisition and certification program, and to summarize similarities and
differences of these programs.
The information presented here is a result of the author’s participation in the DoD
program and research into the equivalent Civil program. The analyses and
recommendations presented in this thesis are the product of the author.

1.3 Description of the Test Aircraft and System Under Test
1.3.1 Lockheed Martin C-130 Hercules
The Lockheed Martin C-130 Hercules (Type Certificate L-382) is a four-engine,
high wing, land-based monoplane designed primarily for transport missions and
is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Three View Illustration of a KC-130T
Source: KC-130T Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization
(NATOPS)2
According to Lockheed Martin Public Affairs representatives, the C-130
represents numerous unique accomplishments within the aircraft production
industry. The C-130 has
“the longest continuously operating military production line in history. 72
countries have purchased the aircraft, 67 countries still operate the C-130,
and it has 70 variants, more than any other aircraft built.”3
The primary function of the USMC KC-130T is the aerial refueling of tactical
aircraft. The USMC also utilizes the KC-130T for other missions including the
rapid transportation of personnel or cargo for delivery by parachute or
conventional offload. The Prefix K is added to C-130 to indicate that it is
configured for aerial refueling. The KC-130 line of aircraft has been modified
with the addition of a fuselage fuel tank capable of holding an additional 3,500
gallons of fuel for offload to airborne receivers, as well as an additional fuel
transfer manifold which supplies two aerial refueling pods, one on each wing.
The KC-130T line of aircraft as employed by the USMC Reserves are equipped
with Rolls Royce T-56-A-16 engines and Hamilton Sunstrand constant speed,
variable pitch, aluminum 54H60-111E Propellers (Type Certificate P-906 Rev 7,
5 Jan 1971).
3

1.3.2 Lockheed Martin P-3 Orion (Lockheed Electra)
The P-3C is a four engine, low wing airplane designed for maritime patrol,
antisubmarine warfare, and anti-surface warfare, and is shown in Figure 2.
The P-3 is in the 135,000 pound gross weight class and is powered by four T56A-14 turbo-prop engines and HS constant speed, variable pitch, aluminum
54H60-77E Propellers. Adapted from the L-188 Electra commercial airliner in
1969, the P-3 Orion has undergone a series of configuration changes to
implement improvements in a variety of mission and aircraft updates.
The AeroUnion P-3 includes the Retardant Aerial Delivery System (RADS) II
system, which employs a patented, computer-controlled door system and a 3000
gallon internal tank that offers flow rate combinations selected by the flight crew
for use in firefighting operations.

Figure 2
AeroUnion P-3 Orion
Source: www.aerounion.com
4

1.3.3 Description of Mechanical Governing System
The hydromechanical propeller governing system to be replaced was designed to
maintain constant engine operating speed. This was accomplished through a
balance of centrifugal force and spring tension in a system of flyweights and
speeder springs. As the system rotated in conjunction with the propeller the
flyweights were forced out from their rest position, but this motion was balanced
by the speeder springs when at equilibrium. If rotation speed, and subsequently
centrifugal force, was increased, the flyweights continued to lean away from the
center of rotation and moved a speed sensing pilot valve, which controlled the
direction of hydraulic force applied to the propeller. If the flyweights were
accelerated and leaned too far out, the valve would align to port fluid to the
propeller in order to increase the blade angle of pitch. This increase in drag
within the plane of rotation would decelerate the rotational speed of the propeller
and the flyweights to return the flyweights to the equilibrium, on-speed, position,
which in turn would align the speed sensing pilot valve and stop the addition of
hydraulic fluid. Conversely, if the propeller rotation decelerated, the flyweights
would relax toward their center of rotation, moving the speed sensing pilot valve
to align and port hydraulic fluid away from the propeller, reducing blade angle.
This reduction in drag within the rotational plane allowed the propeller to
accelerate and return to an on speed condition. The speeder springs could be
adjusted by the appropriate maintenance procedures to properly define the on
speed condition of the propeller.

1.3.4 Description of the EPCS
The components of the EPCS which were installed onboard the KC-130T were
the Electronic Valve Housing (EVH), the Electronic Propeller Controller (EPC),
and the Propeller Maintenance Panel (PMP). For the duration of test flights,
EPCS specific annunciator lights were installed in the cockpit and an
5

instrumentation pallet was installed in the cargo compartment. For the first
phase of flight testing, an instrumented mechanical governing system was
installed on the number two engine. The locations of these installed components
are shown in Figure 3.
1.3.4.1 Electronic Valve Housing
The EVH was a physical replacement for the mechanical valve housing. Minor
modifications were required in order to mount the EVH onto the propeller pump
housing. The EVH was designed to provide the following functions1:
Pump pressure regulation
Coarse and fine pitch pressure modulation
Feathering
Reversing
Hydraulic oil filtering
Propeller speed sensing
Input lever position sensing
Beta feedback sensing
Independent power supply for EPC
1.3.4.2 Electronic Propeller Control
The EPC was mounted within the engine nacelle. As designed, the EPC
provided the following functions1:
Speed governing
Beta scheduling (direct command of the propeller pitch in the ground
operating range)
Synchrophasing (in conjunction with other EPCs)
Feathering
Airstart
Negative torque accommodation
6

Figure 3
EPCS Installation Locations
Figure Courtesy of R. Bacorn
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Power Lever Angle (PLA) anticipation
Automated system calibration
System fault detection, accommodation, and annunciation
1.3.4.3 Propeller Maintenance Panel
The PMP was installed in the cockpit of the aircraft and was used primarily for
system status information and maintenance interface. The PMP was not
required to be connected for the EPCS to be operable.
1.3.4.4 EPCS Annunciator
An annunciator panel was installed on the center of the glareshield of the
instrument console in plain sight of the two pilots and the flight engineer. There
were three lights for each EPCS. They were fault lights for channel A, channel B
(channel failure lights), and NO REV (no reverse available). In the case of NO
REV lights, the blade angles utilized during ground operations may not be
achievable, and special procedures had to be utilized to land, stop and taxi the
aircraft.
1.3.4.5 Instrumentation Pallet
A pallet was constructed to house the instrumentation recording the EPCS
information during ground and flight operations. More information about this
instrumentation is provided in paragraph 2.5.1.2.
1.3.4.6 Modified Mechanical Housing
During the first phase of ground and flight test, only engine number 3 (right
inboard engine) was modified with the EPCS. Engine number 2 (left inboard
engine) was instrumented to record mechanical propeller control responses for
comparison with the electronic propeller control response.
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1.4 Propeller Design Process
Chuck Swanson, a Product Design Engineer for Sensenich Propeller
Manufacturing Company of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, works on the design and
test of fixed pitch, all metal propellers, and described their process for propeller
design in this way:
“The typical process for a new propeller starts with identifying the engine
HP and operating RPM, desired aircraft performance characteristics
(typically top speed or target climb rate) and the ground clearance
available. Using this information we then generate a propeller design
using in house design software and a proprietary airfoil shape. Once the
design is developed a prototype is manufactured for performance testing.
If the performance testing is successful then the design is tested with an
in-flight vibration survey to determine engine compatibility from a harmonic
standpoint. This survey allows real time in flight data to be recorded from
strain gages on the blade surface. Using this information we can than
“tune” the prop to shift areas of resonance if need be and either finalize or
terminate the design. If the in flight vib[ration] survey is successful than we
begin production.”4
Dr. Vilem Pompe, of the Aeronautical Research and Test Institute in the Czech
Republic, works on the design and test of advanced propeller concepts and
describes the propeller life cycle as such:
“When working on a new project (and it does not matter if it’s a new
propeller or a new application of an existing one) the tests have to be
divided into two groups: 1) development tests and 2) certification tests.
The development tests are all those that help us to understand the
problem, material, physics, mistakes . . . simply everything. Usually their
results are not used for certification process but they are useful for the
design process. The certification tests are organized to prove each
applicable item from the regulations (e.g. from FAR pt. 35 and others) and
there is nothing to invent by them – they must be successful and the
aviation authority (e.g. FAA) needs them as the evidence of real properties
of the tested subject.”5
This process description can be put into pictorial form using literary license and
basic flow chart symbols, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4
Propeller Development Process Flowchart
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E. Product

For the purpose of new propeller design, or engine-propeller matching, this
flowchart sums up the process. For a modification, this flowchart can still be
used if taken from the viewpoint that the modified propeller will be treated as a
new design, requiring a new certification. In the case of the EPCS, this is
accurate as HS is seeking a new type certification for EPCS modified propellers.
This flowchart will provide the structure to compare and contrast the DoD and
Civil propeller development programs for the EPCS and will be referred to
throughout this paper.

11

Chapter 2
Propeller Development Process
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the test program for EPCS conducted by the DoD on the KC130T will be outlined and compared to the sequence of events followed by HS
and AeroUnion Corporation for certification of the commercial version of EPCS
onboard a P-3. This comparison will be made using the flowchart introduced in
Figure 4.

2.2 Block A – Define Requirements
2.2.1 DoD
With their COSSI proposal1, HS responded to the need to upgrade the P-3 and
C-130 propeller control systems. Requirements were specified by the DoD that
the new system should meet or exceed the capabilities of the existing system. In
the area of R&M, the system must exceed current capabilities of the mechanical
system.
2.2.2 Civil
According to Bob Farinski, director of business development for AeroUnion, HS
approached AeroUnion about conducting four-engine flight testing on their P-3s.
AeroUnion is the only civil P-3 operator in the country. There was no intent to
install the EPCS on the AeroUnion P-3s permanently. The only stated
requirement was successful flight test in support of HS product development.
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2.3 Block B – Design
2.3.1 DoD
The adaptation of the propeller control system of the ATR 42 and ATR 72,
developed by HS, required a redesign effort for adaptation of their existing
electronic control system onto the C-130 54H60-111 propeller. The burden and
costs of design were covered completely by HS.
2.3.2 Civil
As with the DoD, the adaptation of the propeller control system of the ATR 42
and ATR 72, developed by HS required the redesign of an existing electronic
control system for suitability on the P-3 54H60-77E propeller. The burden and
costs of design were covered completely by HS.

2.4 Block C – Manufacture Prototype
2.4.1 DoD
The EPCS was first advertised to the DoD for use on the P-3 Orion, the military’s
version of the Lockheed Electra. By the time the Hercules was also considered
for use, the P-3 planning had commenced. Test cell runs on a stand-mounted P3 engine nacelle (Allison T56-A-14) were being done at the Hamilton-Sunstrand
facility in Connecticut, and the Navy’s test team was considering how to
approach flight test. Shortly after the C-130 test team developed an interest in
EPCS, Navy leadership saw no long range benefit from pursuing EPCS
installation on the P-3. The test and installation costs would not be recuperated
from an aircraft slated to be replaced by the Multi-purpose Maritime Aircraft
(MMA, or P-8) and therefore the money was thought better applied to that future
acquisition.
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The USMC was still interested in EPCS for installation on its relatively new fleet
of KC-130Ts, operated by the USMC Reserves. The Navy supported the
investigation into the utility of the EPCS for its fleet of C-130Ts used by the U.S.
Navy Reserves. Eventually, the Air National Guard, whose fleet of C-130s
outnumbers both the Navy and the USMC, developed an interest in the
maintenance cost savings that could be gained over time in their larger fleet of
Hercules aircraft.
A prototype EPCS for the KC-130T engine (Allison T56-A-16) was made and the
test cell in Connecticut was refitted with a C-130 engine nacelle. After test cell
runs commenced, aircraft 164106, on loan from VMGR-452 in New York, and the
EPCS were delivered to Patuxent River, Maryland in October of 2003, where the
two systems were integrated.
2.4.2 Civil
As discussed above, an engine nacelle and propeller for the P-3 nacelle with the
EPCS installed had been used at Connecticut prior to the advent of the C-130
program. In December 2004, AeroUnion Corporation, working in conjunction
with HS, began installation and test of the EPCS on a Lockheed Electra in Chico,
California. The EPCS was installed on a Lockheed Electra at that time, creating
the first flyable prototype for Civil application.

2.5 Block D – Developmental Testing
2.5.1 DoD
2.5.1.1 Test Planning
With funding and requirements established, the C-130 test team was tasked to
move forward in testing the EPCS. The first consideration was to develop a
phased plan of testing which would represent a safe build up to four-engine
14

propulsion testing. Planning for flight was divided into two Phases: Phase I –
single engine testing on an inboard motor; Phase II – four engine testing.
When Phase I planning commenced, there was no requirement to meet FAA
certification standards and FAR Part 35. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Part 35, though not required for the Navy/Marine Corps tests, was studied for
guidance on propeller testing, but offered little guidance for test techniques.
Another airframe at NAS Patuxent River, MD, had recently undergone a
replacement of the entire propeller and propeller governing system. The test
plan for that system was acquired and utilized as a template for test planning.
Engine number 3 was selected as the propeller to be modified for several
reasons. Predominantly, the test team selected number 3 because it is the least
critical engine. The number 1 engine (left engine when viewed from behind) is
the critical engine on a C-130 Hercules. The loss of the number 1 engine
generates the highest minimum controllable airspeed (Vmca) during engine
failure with maximum allowable control inputs and maximum power on other
operating engines. (A more thorough discussion of Vmca can be found in Flight
Testing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Dr. Ralph D. Kimberlin.) Should the modified
engine need to be shut down in response to an EPCS malfunction, this least
critical engine would represent the least risk to the aircrew during flight.
Limitations to test were determined first in order to limit the scope of testing to
only the most applicable items. Limitations were to evaluate EPC structural
analysis, propeller governing, and engine-propeller compatibility. The
requirement specification for equal or better performance and the limitations
combined to exclude numerous areas of flight test which might have prolonged
testing. These areas included adverse environmental conditions, flying qualities,
lightning effects, and (initially) aircraft performance.
15

As the planning progressed, a list of test events was finalized and incorporated
into the test plan for Phase I testing. The list of test events is shown in Table A1. The overall intent was to:
1. Observe the system on the ground
2. Challenge and observe the system on the ground
3. Conduct special requirements tests on the ground
4. Observe the system in the air
5. Challenge and observe the system in the air
6. Conduct special requirements tests in the air.
The philosophy guiding test procedures was that if it could happen, it would. For
example, there is a placard on the throttle quadrant of the C-130 that reads,
“Movement shall not be made in less than one second”2 in reference to
movement of the throttle from flight idle to maximum, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5
Diagram of KC-130T Throttle Quadrant
Source: KC-130 NATOPS2
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Since there is no physical stop to prevent a movement in less than 1 second, test
points were planned to do throttle snaps (most rapid possible movement from
idle to maximum) in order to ensure that the first overly aggressive throttle
movement did not occur post-production and subsequently reveal a system
weakness.
Authorization was sought to test past the operating limitations as listed in the
NATOPS to allow testing out to the mechanical limits of the engine, vice the
published operation limits, which are safely inside those mechanical limits. This
was done to ensure that the EPCS would operate throughout the current
envelope of the mechanical limits of the aircraft and its systems and to ensure
that new mechanical limits were not imposed by the EPCS.
System diagrams and parts were sent to various Performance Monitors within
the NAVAIR system. The role of each Performance Monitor was to certify the
parts within their individual competency area in review for an application for a
flight clearance. The EPCS flight clearance application was sent to Performance
Monitors from the following competencies for review:
System Safety
Software Engineering
Electro Magnetic Interference/Harmful effects of Radiation on Ordnance
(EMI/HERO)
Performance
Flying Qualities/Stability and Control
Strength
Air Loads
Flutter
Propulsion System Engineering
Engine Components
Electrical Power Systems
Wiring
Human Systems
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By NAVAIR instruction, flight test may not begin until the system, as installed,
met the requirements set by each of the competencies assigned to the project.
Therefore, even though the EPCS was installed and ready for test, nothing could
begin until each of the competencies had evaluated the components and
corresponding software or had analyzed the potential effects of the EPCS on the
aircraft (i.e., Flying Qualities).
This policy incurred long initial delays. Items were tested and retested on a
bench, shake tested to a factor 5 times stronger than what parts of aircraft could
shake to, etc. The absence of specific guidelines for propeller testing led many
to believe that some standard must be created for this independent effort, further
delaying the commencement of flight test.

2.5.1.2 Instrumentation
An instrumentation system was installed in order to record various propeller
parameters such as torque, revolutions per minute (RPM), vibrations, blade
angle, power lever angle, etc. Data were recorded constantly from independent
pressure transducers, accelerometers, and pickups when the EPCS was
operating and recorded to Personal Computer Memory Card International
Association (PCMCIA) cards. During recording, a laptop computer could be used
to view specific selected parameters for the purpose of providing an additional
safety to back up the aircrew during engine runs. The digital instrumentation was
more accurate than the standard aircraft gauges and had a higher response rate
as well. Both engines number 2 and number 3 were instrumented, allowing
instant comparison as well as archived data of engine responses of the EPCS
modified engine (number 3) and an unmodified engine (number 2). Inboard
engines were selected so that if the instrumentation caused an undesirable
engine response for any reason, the subsequent shut down on that engine
should present the least risk to the aircrew, as discussed above. Also, an
18

additional limitation was added to the Test Plan to cover instrumentation failure.
Specifically, that if a shutdown of both engines should be required due to
instrumentation induced failures, the aircraft weight for all flights was kept below
the recommended two-engine operating weight of 120,000 lbs.
2.5.1.3 Test Execution – Phase I
The test team commenced Phase I testing in December 2003 and immediately
found difficulties with the system, primarily within the software. Event 12 on
Table A-1 was the Initiated Built in Test (IBIT). During the IBIT, various safety
features were checked, including pitchlock. Pitchlock is a safety feature in some
variable pitch propellers that locks the blade pitch in position in the absence of
hydraulic fluid or in the case of overspeed. The purpose of this is to prevent
blade angle reduction during overspeed, thereby avoiding a more serious
overspeed condition and the additional drag on forward flight induced by the
flatter, more reduced, blade pitch. One step of the IBIT procedure commanded
the propeller to pitchlock by directing an overspeed of 105%, above the 103.5%
at which the system should pitchlock. The procedure was to put power levers to
maximum power during this procedure as shown in this excerpt from the EPCS
Users’ Guide, produced by Hamilton-Sunstrand (step order indicated by letter
inside parentheses on the left side).
(i) When the Negative Torque Sensing (NTS) light starts flashing again,
increase the power lever to the takeoff position (note – Speed control of the
propeller will be taken over by the fuel topping governor and power will not
increase as fuel flow is limited by the fuel topping governor).
(j) Once Power Lever Angle (PLA) is at the take-off position, move the
Propeller Mode switch for the test propeller to the “SYNC OFF” position
and then immediately back to the “SYNC ON” position to check the FTG
operation. The NTS light will stop flashing.
(k) A 10 second stabilization period will take place, and then 10 seconds
of data will be measured to ensure that the FTG setting at high power is
correct. Record RPM and Fuel Flow and check the values obtained against
maximum and minimum RPM limits listed in Table 7-5 of NAVAIR 0175GAA-2-4.
19

(l) Move the Propeller Mode switch for the test propeller to the “SYNC
OFF” position and then immediately back to the “SYNC ON” position to
remove the blades from the pitchlock condition.
(m) Propeller speed will return to 100% and the NTS lamp will start
flashing.6
The system was able to pitchlock, but once the system completed itself from the
overspeed condition (digitally commanding RPM to drop from 105% back to the
normal 100%) the system would command an aggressive increase in blade pitch
in order to decelerate. The tradeoff for this almost instant return to 100% was a
severe spike in torque as a reaction to the instantaneous addition of drag in the
plane of rotation. Since the power was already at the maximum allowed, the
torque spike brought about by the sudden increase in blade angle was severe,
and was instantly categorized as an overtorque.
This IBIT procedure and software had been provided by the manufacturer and
was fixed by a change both to the procedure and to the software. Incorporating
these changes required obtaining a new flight clearance (for the software) and
caused a delay. Total delay of maintenance action, analysis and flight clearance
was approximately four months.
This faulty procedure provided by the manufacturer was followed by a faulty test
procedure designed by the test team, specifically, the power lever transients of
event 18, as shown in Table A-1. The original thought was that the power lever
transients could span the entire throttle range (from idle to maximum power) for
the test.
Test cell data was obtained from HS. Examples of engine response in the test
cell are shown in Figure B-1. Observation of Figure B-1 revealed that the engine
in the test cell saw only minor overshoot of the intended maximum torque with
Power Lever Transients from 60 degrees PLA to maximum throttle angle in as
little as .5 seconds.
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These results indicated to the test team that a similar response would be seen in
the aircraft engine with EPCS installed. The flight crew voiced its opinion based
on experience that this was impossible. The decision was made by the test team
lead (who was not a C-130 aircrew member) to attempt to obtain the data points.
On a cold January morning, during throttle snaps from 50 degrees PLA to
maximum, an overtorque of 24,860 in-lbs was recorded by installed
instrumentation, exceeding the maximum allowed 19,600 in-lbs by 26.8%.
A maintenance down period was required for an even more thorough
examination of the engine mounts. The leadership of the test squadron made an
examination to determine whether the test team had done appropriate research
and whether or not the test program should move forward.
It was still considered critically important to evaluate the response of the EPCS to
power lever movements faster than the placarded rate. According to
instrumentation, the overtorque was 5, 260 in-lbs above the engine limit.
However, the overtorque maintenance inspections are directed in accordance
with the overtorque value observed on the cockpit instruments, which sample at
a much lower rate. Based on this mechanical rate, the maximum torque seen in
the cockpit was between 21,250 to 21,500 in-lbs. This would mean that the
overshoot seen in the cockpit should be about 2,000 in-lbs. A new procedure
was written to ensure that the maximum overshoot did not come within
approximately 2,000 in-lbs of the maximum allowed of 19,600 in-lbs of torque.
The new procedure written to examine this regime can be seen in Appendix C.
The procedure assumed an imaginary maximum of 13,000 in-lbs. The power
lever position to obtain this torque was determined and marked with a throttle
stop, shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6
Throttle Stop
Photo Courtesy of Navy/Marine Corps Test Team
When flight test for Phase I had been completed, one year had passed since the
Navy/Marine Corps test team had taken possession of EPCS. At the request of
Hamilton-Sunstrand, a press release from the NAVAIR Public Affairs Office,
shown in Appendix D, was generated and published showing the gains as
viewed by the test team lead engineer.
2.5.1.4 Test Execution – Phase II
Phase II planning was relatively simple. After installation of the EPCS on all four
engines, selected points from the Phase I evaluation were repeated. Additional

test points were created in order to observe the synchrophaser, as well as
propeller adjustments which could be made via synchrophaser adjustments as
provided by a propeller mode control switch, installed on the co-pilot’s side panel
(right side of aircraft). The same approach used in Phase I was used in Phase II:
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1. Observe the system on the ground
2. Challenge and observe the system on the ground
3. Conduct special requirements tests on the ground
4. Observe the system in the air
5. Challenge and observe the system in the air
6. Conduct special requirements tests in the air.
However, due to the requirement to repeat only random points from the Phase I
matrix, ground test for Phase II took only 5.5 hours, as opposed to the 20 hours
required for Phase I. Flight test for performance data during Phase II took only
5.2 hours as opposed to Phase I requiring 9.1 hours. An additional 25 hours was
flown during Phase II to collect R&M data for verification. From the lessons
learned in Phase I, no overtorques or otherwise significant maintenance events
occurred during testing.
2.5.2 Civil

2.5.2.1 Test Planning
As stated previously, it had been the goal of Hamilton-Sunstrand to market the
EPCS as a system replacement onboard both the P-3 Orion and the C-130
Hercules. By early 2005, the DOD had been actively testing EPCS for over 15
months. Though Phase II planning was complete, flight clearance delays would
prevent flight test for another three months.
During this interim, Hamilton-Sundstrand worked with AeroUnion Corporation, a
commercial operator of the Lockheed P-3 in the employment of firefighting
operating out of Chico, California. An FAA experimental certificate was obtained
(vice the DoD requirement for a flight clearance), allowing Hamilton-Sunstrand to
install EPCS on all four propellers at the same time. According to a flight test
engineer for Hamilton-Sunstrand,
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“The test plan . . . is almost a duplicate of the one you are currently testing
to on the C-130.”7
The table of contents from the HS report8, shown in Appendix E, shows the
maneuvers performed. When compared to the test matrix developed by the
DoD, shown in Appendix A, the similarity can easily be seen. With the benefit of
lessons learned from DoD Phase I testing, months were saved.
2.5.2.2 Instrumentation
HS elected to record data directly from the data stream sent from the EPCs to
the PMP in the cockpit. Utilizing a laptop computer, the RS422 serial
communications from the EPCs were captured via an RS232 port on the
computer for analysis and plot generation. This could be seen both in flight and
afterwards for evaluation.
2.5.2.3 Flight Test
With no test planning period, an experimental certificate, and a prototype,
Hamilton-Sunstrand and AeroUnion Corporation were able to fly a modified
version of the Phase II test plan as written by the NAVAIR test team in a matter
of weeks and sent the HS press release in Appendix F. This was accomplished
having never done a Phase I test but having all of the lessons learned from the
DoD Phase I test period. The aircraft was then unmodified in order to re-enter
service prior to the onset of their busiest season.
2.6 Design and Test Summary
Both the DoD and Civil Aviation representatives completed all the steps in the
first half of the Propeller Development Process (see Figure 4). Though defining
requirements, design, and prototype manufacturing were almost identical,
developmental testing for both organizations had some radical differences. The
approach to test had been the most dissimilar component within the two
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processes, especially in the time required for test. Both entities were ready to
decide whether or not EPCS was ready to face the question: Did it meet the
requirements?
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Chapter 3
Decisions in the Propeller Development Process

3.1 Introduction
This chapter will examine the decisions involved in advancing the EPCS through
propeller development process toward certification, as well as introduce the DoD
approach to certification via the NAVAIR flight clearance process and the civil
approach to certification via currently existing FAA procedures.

3.2 Meeting Requirements
3.2.1 DoD
Developmental Testing was forecast to be completed in the DoD test process in
the summer of 2005. Total time from planning to completion was more than two
years. If initial planning meetings between DoD and HS were also considered,
the process actually took closer to three years. At the completion of this process,
the question that had to be answered was “Did EPCS meet the requirements?”
As seen in Figure 4, a negative answer would require redesign and retest, and a
positive answer would send EPCS forward as a suitable product. The data
acquired during flight test was evaluated both by members of the test team and
the performance monitors listed in Chapter 2 in order to determine whether a
NAVAIR fleet flight clearance could be issued for the EPCS as installed on the
KC-130T aircraft. A fleet flight clearance would allow installation and operation of
the EPCS on all Navy and Marine Corps aircraft as a suitable, sustainable
product.
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3.2.2 Civil
The personnel at AeroUnion Corporation provided their comments regarding
suitability of the EPCS for their operations in a press release, shown in Appendix
F. From AeroUnion’s perspective, they had completed their first flight test assist
with HS, and according to their initial observations of the EPCS as installed on
the P-3 aircraft, it was a suitable product which would bring notable
improvements to R&M of the propeller systems of the P-3.

3.3 Block F – Certification Testing
3.3.1 DoD
Airworthiness standards for propeller aircraft operations within the United States
of America (USA) are roughly laid out in Code of Federal Regulation, Title 14 –
Aeronautics and Space, Chapter 1 – Federal Aviation Administration,
Department of Transportation, Subchapter C – Aircraft, Part 359. Parts 23 and
25 add some further restrictions on propeller capability depending on the
intended use of the aircraft. The composition of Part 35 began in February of
1965, and was updated as recently as 1980, with one last amendment written in
1990 regarding inspection intervals.
For Civil Aviation, the end state of the process described above is the
certification of the product. The FAA standards, many penned 40 years ago,
define the objective for any evaluation or acquisition of a new propeller or
propeller system.
The DoD (as well as other government agencies) is exempted from these
requirements. FAA Advisory Circular Number 20-132 on Public Aircraft clarifies
the exemption of military aircraft from the FAA certification process:
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“Public aircraft” are defined in section lOl(36) of the FA Act as follows:
“aircraft used exclusively in the service of any government or of any
political subdivision thereof including the government of any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States, or the District of Columbia,
but not including any government-owned aircraft engaged in carrying
persons or property for commercial purposes.”10
At first glance, this would seem to streamline and facilitate testing and acquisition
for the DoD and other government agencies. A closer inspection would show,
however, that this exemption removes not only obstacles, but necessary safety
checks as well, which might be best left in place. Because of this, the
government published its own set of requirements for certification in order to
ensure that safety was considered during acquisition. This equivalent
certification is called a flight clearance. In the case of aircraft operated by the
Department of the Navy (as is the case of the test aircraft for EPCS), the issuing
authority is NAVAIRSYSCOM – Naval Air Systems Command, in Patuxent River,
MD. The master document regarding flight clearances is NAVAIRINST
13034.1C11, the pupose of which is
To establish policy, responsibilities, and procedures for the process within
the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) for granting flight clearances
for air vehicles and aircraft systems.11
Persons seeking certification requirements for propellers are referred to MILHDBK-51612, which states:
7.12 Propellers and associated subsystem components.
7.12.1 Verify that adequate margins exist for the performance, strength
and durability of the following: propeller and propeller system components,
including the propeller drive shaft, reduction gear box, torque
measurement system, negative torque system, propeller brake, and
mechanical over-speed governor.
7.12.2 Verify that any critical propeller speeds (e.g., speeds that excite
resonant frequencies and cause detrimental blade stresses) are outside
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the engine operating range or identified limitations are placed in the
appropriate technical orders.
7.12.3 Verify the safety of both the hardware and software components of
propeller reversing systems and pitch controls.
7.12.4 Verify the safety of all physical and functional interfaces between
the propeller and any system that drives the propeller.12
This minimum guidance does re-establish some of the safety nets listed within
the CFR for Civil testing, but does no more than the CFR to explain how to
demonstrate or verify meeting these ambiguous and unspecified limitations.

3.3.2 Civil
Four specific propeller variants have been forwarded to the FAA for an
amendment to the type certificate (the current type certificate is P-906, Revision
7, dated 5 Jan 1971). They are the
54H60-77E This is the P-3 propeller and is also used on Convair 580 2
engine aircraft.
54H60-91E This is an Air Force version on the C-130. Many props made
as this model.
54H60-111E This is the Navy C-130 or KC-130T, or GV-1. Not much
different then the -91.
54H60-117E This is the commercial version of the C-130 or the L382 also
the L100. The Air Force has also got some of these.13
(Note that flight testing was not required for all four of the variants, as they are all
forwarded for consideration, but only two of the four models have flown with
EPCS.)
In order to obtain this, HS filed a formal letter approximately three years ago13 to
the FAA to request consideration for a new type certificate. It will now send the
following data to the FAA Designated Engineering Representative (DER) in order
to comply with the requirements listed in Part 35:
EVH Vibration testing
EPC Vibration testing
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EPC Temperature testing
EPCS EMI testing
EPCS Functional testing on Engine Test Cell
Closed Loop Bench Testing of EPC control logic
System FMECA
System Safety Analysis
Software
Report demonstrating compliance by Analysis and/or Similarity for the
following:
•
Humidity
•
Sand & Dust
•
Salt Spray
•
Explosion Proofness
•
Hot & Cold13
The DERs will determine whether this data is satisfactory in meeting the Part 35
requirements. Due to the non-comprehensive nature of the CFRs in regard to
modern propeller functions, the FAA also utilized the “special requirements” part
of the CFRs in order to certify functions not covered by the rest of the CFRs,
most of which are 30+ years old. These special requirements were published in
a Federal Register Vol. 68, No. 221 Monday, November 17, 200314 focusing
primarily on the safety of the system throughout the operating range and
operating conditions of the EPCS.

3.4 Block G – Certified Product
3.4.1 DoD
Following completion of flight test, the flight clearance will be rerouted one more
time. The Performance Monitors from the competencies, who had been
evaluating the EPCS flight clearance since the beginning, now much more
familiar with the system, should be able to issue the flight clearance in short
order. Having worked with the system for over two years, their doubts and
questions were answered by additional ground and lab tests, or during flight
tests. This final reroute will produce a NAVAIR Flight Clearance for the fleet of
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aircraft currently operated by the Department of the Navy, and could be
translated over directly to an Air Force Clearance as well in order for the Air
National Guard to utilize the results of the NAVAIR test team. No further
certification from Civil sources is required for installation and operation.

3.4.2 Civil
The FAA amendment to the type certificate must be granted to HS before any
commercial applications of this particular system can go forward. HS is currently
waiting for the FAA’s response in this matter and has filed a time extension onto
their original request13.
Hamilton-Sunstrand will also work in conjunction with AeroUnion in order to
maintain an airworthiness certificate for P-3s. Generally, if the parts on an
aircraft have a type certificate, airworthiness is not long debated. Still, HamiltonSunstrand must wait for the outcome of these decisions.
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Chapter 4
Analysis & Conclusions

4.1 Introduction
This chapter will compare and contrast the DoD and Civil test and certification
procedures described in earlier chapters and state the recommendations and
conclusions of this paper.

4.2 Similarities
The concepts of propeller operation do not change whether a propeller is flown
on a civil aircraft or a military aircraft. Since this is true, it should also be true that
some parts of the qualification processes should be the same, if not identical.
From the viewpoint of the propeller life cycle, Blocks B - Design, and C Manufacture Prototype, were practically identical. Block D - Developmental
Testing, though different, contained some similarities, primarily because the HS
engineer assigned to support AeroUnion Corporation in its flight test efforts had
been working with the DoD effort also.
As to whether the system met the requirements or not, comparing the list of
performance monitors for the DoD in Chapter 2 to the list of testing submitted to
the FAA by HS shown in Chapter 3, it can be seen that these lists of information
required for certification are similar. Some areas, such as system safety,
software, EMI, and strength (vibration) are identical. The other areas analyze the
performance of the EPCS but are not identical. Appropriate personnel at
NAVAIR analyzed (and in the case of the FAA, are analyzing) these areas. Once
satisfied that the system meets the requirements of each organization a flight
clearance (or type certificate) can be issued.
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Finally, the processes are similar in that the results of all ground and flight tests
must be submitted to an outside, governing authority (both representatives of the
Federal Government) staffed by personnel, some of whom have never operated
the engine, propeller, aircraft, or system under evaluation.

4.3 Differences
The public aircraft exemption under which the DoD aircraft are certified and
operated allows the establishment of a separate and different certification
process.
The military application of EPCS incurred its delay up front, going through the
tedious flight clearance process prior to first flight. Even then, the flight clearance
was for test only, much like receiving an FAA experimental designation.
However, when the process had been completed once and more data were
available to the engineers authorizing the flight clearance, re-entering the flight
clearance process for follow on applications was less difficult. This results in a
system ready for the DoD fleet of operators soon after completion of flight test.
Still, the initial DoD analysis projected only 6 to 8 months for testing, and the
reality has come closer to 24 months.
Differences in flight testing were possibly the most significant. The DoD team
had to develop a test methodology for this system starting with little or no
guidance. There were mistakes along the way that showed the risks of such an
approach. Even with the performance monitors providing a safety check for the
test team, unknown anomalies in the maintenance procedures and flight test
procedures plagued every forward step during Phase I of the test program. The
lessons learned from that phase were folded into the test plan for Phase II.
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While the DoD side waited for a flight clearance, the Civil side scooped up the
Phase II test plan and rapidly advanced their flight testing goals, only to be
stopped on the other side awaiting the amendment to their type certification.
The FAA allowed an Experimental Certificate to be granted for the particular
purpose of system test with almost no delay, but the end state type certificate is
another story. One engineer at HS states that HS has been discussing type
certification of this system with the FAA “for about 3 years now”. 13 Though flight
test was started over 2 ½ years into that timeline, this was only because HS had
found a corporation willing to do its four engine flight test. If AeroUnion
Corporation wants to permanently install the EPCS, the process would now begin
for an amendment to the airworthiness certificate under which their current P-3s
fly. Even with the DoD acquisition process for the EPCS as installed on the KC130T stretching to 24 months, this doesn’t seem as long as the nebulous timeline
on which the civil side has operated.

4.4 Recommendations
4.4.1 Introduction
The following recommendations are the opinions of the author. Their purpose is
not to describe some unachievable perfection regarding certification, but instead
to define distinct actions that can be implemented to improve the process for
future projects.

4.4.2 Reduce Bilateral Test Efforts
Whether an up front delay or a tail end delay is better for future flight tests of
similar systems may be neither here nor there. Time may be equal for either
process though in this instance it may work out in favor of the DoD. The fact that
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the examination of the EPCS for certification by both NAVAIR and the FAA is so
similar demands attention.
The concept of “public aircraft” as aircraft in government service and aircraft
exempt from flight certification makes sense when considering that government
aircraft test such regimes as ordnance separation, aerial gunnery, terrain
following RADAR, aerial refueling, etc. However, even NAVAIR has seen that
cost redundancy can be avoided if it is willing to work with other, similar,
organizations when it can, as shown in NAVAIRINST 13034.1C11:
To minimize duplicative effort, the flight clearance process shall utilize
data from the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and other
airworthiness certification agencies such as the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), U.S. Air Force, and U.S. Army to the maximum
extent possible in establishing airworthiness and equipment limitations for
commercially-derived or public use aircraft purchased/leased by the Navy.
The U.S. Navy maintains a mutual acceptance of airworthiness
certifications from the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Army for air vehicle
systems, subsystems, and allied equipment to the configuration, flight
envelope, service life, maintenance plan, and usage authorized by the
originating service.11
The flight test efforts for the EPCS were executed in such a way as to duplicate
fiscal requirements, both for the DoD and interested Civil parties (dual
component vibration testing, software verification, flight test, etc.). Could FAA
Designated Engineering Representatives stand in for NAVAIR competencies
during future propeller testing (or vice versa), reducing cost by reducing
redundancy for everyone? Could DoD planning be done in conjunction with
outside agencies? Could the DoD allow tests such as these to be conducted
completely without NAVAIR and accept the FAA results?
The author recommends developing a more thorough cooperation between
testing agencies, especially DoD and the FAA (both government agencies)
during ground and flight testing to reduce both cost and time required for
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certification. One of any number of programs at NAVAIR could be conducted via
FAA procedures. The decision must simply be made to do so. Alternatively,
DoD could choose to accept a commercial variant of a modification with minimal
flight test, and show good faith toward the civil certification process.

4.4.3 DoD, FAA, and Corporate Information Sharing
As the Original Equipment Manufacturer, HS did submit large amounts of data to
the DoD for review for flight clearance purposes. Furthermore, the same HS
engineer worked with both the DoD and AeroUnion Corporation during flight test,
which is how they ended up executing a modified version of the DoD flight plan.
Given the lack of existing propeller/propulsion test techniques that exists, it was
possibly the only way to proceed, and certainly the least expensive in that the
test plan was designed to test EPCS. HS use of a modified DoD test plan saved
them months of planning efforts.
The author recommends that at the outset of future programs, a straightforward
agreement be drawn between all involved parties to understand what information
can and should be shared in order to expedite and advance test and certification
efforts.

4.4.4 Update Standards
It is odd that there exists such a compendium of flight test techniques for an
aircraft as a whole, both for performance and for stability and control, but not for
major components. Both the military and interested commercial activities can
access these test methods quite easily through DoD Flight Test Manuals (FTMs)
or through books such as Flight Testing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft by Dr. Ralph D.
Kimberlin. And even though the propeller has been flying for as long as
airplanes have flown (some would argue longer), these manuals cover only the
concept of engine-prop-airframe combined performance. No such equivalent
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manuals exist for the myriad of other propeller flight test projects that are both
dreamt and executed. With the rapid advancement of aviation related
technology, both military and commercial, the question must be asked, should
such a specific document exist? Some may point to Part 35 as a suitable
solution, but consider this HS engineer’s opinion of those standards:
To see the existing cert requirements for propellers, you can find them in
Part 35 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR). These are sadly out of
date and to address that problem the FAA invokes what they call "Special
Conditions" to supplement the requirements of Part 35. HS must
demonstrate compliance to all the requirements that the FAA indicates are
applicable to obtain new or amended type certification.13
Only a few of the requirements of Part 35 are accompanied by a technique for
demonstrating compliance, which leaves the proponent of the new system to
determine the way to proceed, always dependent upon FAA approval of the
process.
Even the FAA acknowledged this weakness of Part 35, as seen in this quote in
the Federal Register, issued by the FAA, addressing the “special requirements”
that had to be met by the EPCS:
Currently, Part 35 does not adequately address propellers with combined
mechanical, hydraulic, digital, and electronic control systems.14
The author recommends a mandate requiring the FAA maintain updated
certification requirements rather than continue to operate under “special
requirements” as a catch-all for modern test efforts. These standards can be
updated “as we go” utilizing recent test techniques by incorporating those
techniques into the appropriate part of FAA certification standards, basically
eclipsing the older technique or standard where applicable.
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4.4.5 Data Base Compilation of Test Techniques
In the case of EPCS, both the military and commercial users have worked hard
to answer the question of whether or not EPCS meets the purpose for which it
was intended, as seen in the press releases of Appendix D and G. Questions
will remain however as to whether the paths that brought everyone to their
conclusions were the most efficient or most correct, or whether some stone has
been left unturned. The ability of HS to utilize the DoD test plan possibly saved
months of planning effort and the associated cost of that effort. Having a preexisting plan, or at least test points, is a time and money saver.
There are proven test methods out there, as Mr. Chuck Swanson of Sensenich
Propeller Manufacturing puts it,
“To my knowledge, there has never been a request to supplement the
testing by the administrator, but we have been doing the testing this
proven way for 20 years.”4
The author recommends that the FAA maintain a database of FAA accepted test
techniques that can then be utilized by all contributors for planning future, related
tests.

4.5 Conclusions
When dealing with giants like the Department of Defense, the Federal Aviation
Administration, and Industry, it can seem impossible to have an effect on the way
business is done. This seems especially true considering that these
organizations only seem to come together at certain, distinct places. But when
the colossal amounts of money involved within this triumvirate is considered, it is
necessary that attempts be made to make the system better.
The recommendations above are not impossibilities. The FAA already maintains
registry databases, safety databases, and many others. It is possible to require
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that the DERs maintain databases with test efforts and certifications efforts on
which they work. Not so detailed as to share “sensitive” information among
different businesses, but complete enough to review FAA approved test methods
for similar, recent tests. When a “special requirement” is used multiple times, it
should be incorporated into the Certification standards where it can then set a
new, modern standard.
A simple letter of agreement can allow separate entities to test together. While
contracts contain information about how the DoD will interface with
manufacturers, these contracts do not cover documents more than user’s
manuals and maintenance manuals. A frank discussion regarding the use of
certain generated documents, such as test plans and test reports, could save
trouble later in the process. If the test is not something specific to the DoD the
entire test could proceed under FAA standards or be generated from test
techniques in the FAA database.
At the time of publication of this paper, the US Air Force is preparing a validation
test effort to “check” the results of the DoD effort up to this point.
The unit that conducted the evaluation of the EPCS is now beginning a program
to evaluate a tire upgrade which will be paralleled by the U.S. Air Force, U.S.
Army, and the FAA, so that each organization may meet its own standards. This
is being done despite the fact that all of the DoD agencies have documents that
allow acceptance of other DoD evaluations. Since the DoD can accept FAA
certifications, but not vice versa, could one DoD agency represent the others in a
joint FAA DoD evaluation, saving money and time?
It is the hope of the author and of the test team that the test plan utilized for this
test may serve as a template for future tests of a similar nature as test teams
continue to advance and improve propellers for modern aviation, and that this
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experience may also serve to highlight the need for cooperation throughout
future flight test.
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Table A-1
Tests and Test Conditions
Test
No.
1

Test Title

Purpose

EPC Structural
Inspection

Evaluate integrity of Any PA.
system hardware
throughout test
program.
Verify correct
Any PA.
sensed blade angle
positions.
Correlate legacy and
EVH sensed Blade
Angle position with
PLA at Feather and
GI.
Verify correct
Any PA.
sensed NTS signal.

2

Legacy Blade
Angle and PLA
Calibration

3

Negative
Torque
Sensing (NTS)
Plunger
Position
Calibration
EPCS TwoPoint Power
Lever (PL)
Position
Calibration

4

Configuration

Engine
#2

X

Verify correct
Any PA.
sensed PL positions.
Correlate sensed PL
position with PLA at
FI and GI detents.
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Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
N/A

Remarks
To be conducted by
HS prior to flight test
and between flights.

X

Blade angle,
power lever
angle

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 1.

X

IAW MIMS

X

IAW HS
procedures,
Ref. 5

Concurrent with Test 2,
above.
Conduct IAW MIMS
Procedures.
Repeat test if EVH or
EPC are replaced.
To be conducted by
HS prior to flight test
IAW Ref. 5.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
5

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Normal Engine
Start

Ensure proper
operation of EPCS
during start
sequence.

Any PA.

Engine
#2
X

6

Torque Meter
Calibration

Any PA.

X

7

NTS Check

8

Engine
Reverse
Operational
Check
Normal Engine
Shutdown

Ensure proper
engine operation
and consistency
between engines.
Verify NTS light
illumination.
Verify propeller
reverse
characteristics

Any PA.

X

X

Ensure proper
operation of EPCS
during Normal
Shutdown
sequence.

Any PA.

X

X

9

Any PA.

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque
X
IAM MIMS

X

46

Remarks
Conduct IAW NATOPS
Procedures.

IAW MIMS procedures.

NTS light
illumination
Torque, RPM

Conduct IAW NATOPS
FCF Procedures.
Conduct IAW HS
modified NATOPS

OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s

Conduct IAW NATOPS
Procedures.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
10

Test Title

Purpose

Ensure proper
engine operation
and consistency
between engines.
Fuel control
Ensure proper
Rich/Lean
engine operation
check
and consistency
between engines.
Initiated Built-In Ensure proper
Test (IBIT)
system operation,
validate IBIT

Any PA.

Engine
#2
X

Any PA.

X

13

Pitchlock
Operational
Check

Any PA.

X

14

Ground Idle Thandle
Shutdown

Any PA.

X

11

12

Full TD system
check

Ensure proper
operation of
propeller pitchlock
mechanism
Ensure proper
operation of EPCS
during T-handle
Shutdown sequence
on the ground.

Configuration

Any PA.

47

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
IAW MIMS

Remarks
IAW MIMS procedures.

X

IAW MIMS

IAW MIMS procedures.

X

IAW HS
provided
procedures,
Ref. 3.

Conduct IAW HS
procedures, Ref. 3.

IAW MIMS

IAW MIMS

OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s

Conduct IAW NATOPS
Procedures.

X

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
15

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

EMC Safety of
Flight Test
(SOFT)

Determine EMI
effects on aircraft
systems and flight
test instrumentation.

Any PA.

16

Steady State
Operating
Conditions,
Ground

Verify RPM
governing under
steady state
conditions.

Any PA.

X

17

Power Lever
(PL) Sweeps,
ground.

Evaluate RPM
governing and
power stabilization.

Any PA.

X

Engine
#2

48

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
Electrical
power,
communicati
on, and
control
system
interactions
X
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
X
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
any adverse
governing
characteristic
s

Remarks
Conduct IAW standard
C-130 EMC SOFT
procedures.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 2.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 3.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
18

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Power Lever
(PL)
Transients,
Ground

Evaluate RPM
governing and
power stabilization.

Any PA.

19

WOW Switch
Sneak Circuit
check

Any PA

20

EPCS Air /
Ground Switch
effects on Prop
Control

Identify if any other
systems/ EPCS
Modes are activated
inadvertently by
WOW switch
activation
Identify EPCS
effects when the
Remote Air/Ground
switch is activated.

21

Blade Angle
Rate Change
Check

Verify blade angle
change
characteristics from
REV to Flight Idle
(FI).

Any PA.

Engine
#2
X

Any PA

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
any adverse
governing
characteristic
s
X
Visual /
cockpit
indications of
stray system
activation
X

X

49

X

RPM, Blade
Angle,
Horsepower
from Engines
2 and 3.
Time from
REV to FI

Remarks
Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 4.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 5.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 5.

IAW MIMS

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
22

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Flight Idle
condition lever
Shutdown

Ensure proper
operation of EPCS
during condition
lever shut down
sequence on the
ground.

Any PA.

Engine
#2
X

23

Normal Feather Verify condition lever Any PA.
Check
feather
characteristics
comparing number 2
and 3 engines.

X

24

Unfeather
Check

X

Verify unfeather
characteristics.

Any PA.

50

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
X
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, blade
angle,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
X
Propeller
panel pump
Main and
NTS light
illumination

Remarks
Conduct IAW NATOPS
Procedures.

Conduct IAW HS
provided User Manual
and NATOPS FCF
Procedures.

Conduct IAW MIMS.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
25

Test Title

Purpose

Propeller
Verify override
Feather
feather
Override Check characteristics
comparing number 2
and 3 engines.

Any PA.

26

High Speed
Taxi and Abort

TO(20)

Evaluate propeller
governing under
increasing airloads
(q.)
Buildup to takeoff at
four airspeed build
ups.

Configuration

Engine
#2
X

0 to 50
50 to 0
0 to 70
70 to 0

51

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, blade
angle,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
Field
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, winds,
runway,
aircraft
heading, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s, target
speed, break
release time,
brake
application
time and
complete
stop time.

Remarks
Conduct IAW HS
provided User Manual
and NATOPS FCF
Procedures.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 6.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
26A

27

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

High Speed
Taxi and Abort

Practice for event
26.

TO(20)

High Speed
Taxi and Abort

Evaluate propeller
governing under
increasing airloads
(q.)
Buildup to takeoff at
four airspeed build
ups.

TO(20)

Engine
#2
0 to 50
50 to 0
0 to 70
70 to 0
0 to
100
100 to
0
0 to
115
115 to
0

52

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
None
Field

Field

OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, winds,
runway,
aircraft
heading, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s, target
speed, break
release time,
brake
application
time and
complete
stop time.

Remarks
Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 6.
Conduct using
unmodified KC-130F.
Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 6.
CAT C: Min crew
only(3)

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
27A

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

High Speed
Taxi and Abort

Practice for event
27.

TO(20)

28

Takeoff

Evaluate propeller
governing under
changing airloads
(q.)

TO(50)

29

Power Lever
(PL) Sweeps,
Airborne.

Evaluate RPM
governing and
power stabilization.

CR

PA(50)

Engine
#2
0 to
100
100 to
0
0 to
115
115 to
0
0 to Vr

250
KIAS
Vh
160
Vapp

53

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
Field
None.

Remarks
Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 6.
CAT C: Min crew
only(3)
Conduct using
unmodified KC-130F.

Field

5,000
ft MSL
25,000
ft MSL
5,000
ft MSL

OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, winds,
runway,
aircraft
heading, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s

Conduct IAW
NATOPS.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 3.
Prior to PL sweeps,
confirm normal steadystate engine operation.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
30

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

FCF

Functional Check
Flight

As
required

31

Waveoff

Evaluate propeller
operation under
normal landing
conditions and
transition to MAX
power.

As
required

Engine
#2
As
require
d

Engine
#3
As
require
d

As
require
d.

3000
ft.
MSL,
Field
to 500
ft AGL.

32

Landing

Evaluate propeller
operation under
normal landing
conditions and
transition to beta
range.

PA (0)
As
PA (100) require
d.(2)

Field

33

NTS Check

Verify negative
torque sensing

CR

15,000
ft MSL

200
KIAS
54

Recorded
Data(1)
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
winds, RPM,
TIT, PLA,
Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
winds, RPM,
TIT, PLA,
Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,

Remarks
Conduct IAW MIMS
except paragraph 9.9.2
step 10 and paragraph
9.2.3 steps 13-14.

3,000 ft MSL on first
flight as build up.
Conduct IAW
NATOPS.

Conduct IAW
NATOPS.

Conduct IAW NATOPS
FCF Procedures using

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Engine
#2

34

Shutdown/Airst
art

Verify normal air
start and shutdown
characteristics.

CR

200
KIAS

35

Steady State
Operating
Conditions,
Airborne

Verify RPM
governing under
steady state
conditions.

CR

250
KIAS
Vh
160
Vapp

PA(50)

36

Power Lever
(PL)
Transients,
Airborne

Evaluate RPM
governing and
power stabilization.

CR

PA(50)

250
KIAS
Vh
160
Vapp

55

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, times,
any adverse
characteristic
s
15,000 OAT, hp,
ft MSL RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, times,
any adverse
characteristic
s
5,000
OAT, hp,
ft MSL RPM, TIT,
25,000 PLA, Torque,
ft MSL KIAS, any
adverse
5,000
ft MSL governing
characteristic
s
5,000
OAT, hp,
ft MSL RPM, TIT,
25,000 PLA, Torque,
ft MSL KIAS, any
adverse
5,000
ft MSL governing
characteristic
s

Remarks
CL.

Conduct IAW NATOPS
FCF Procedures using
CL.

Conduct IAW DMOT,
Para. 2.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 4.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
37

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Acceleration
Run

Verify performance
of EPCS during
gradual increase in
TAS.

CR

38

Maximum
Power Climb
Propeller
Governing

Evaluate propeller
governing under
changing airloads
(q) at maximum
power.

39

Flight Idle
Descent
Propeller
Governing

Evaluate propeller
governing under
changing airloads
(q) at FI.

40

Crosswind
landing

Evaluate propeller
Any PA.
operation under
adverse landing
conditions and inflow

Engine
#2
Vs to
Vmax

Engine
#3
5000 ft
MSL

CR

IAW
DMOT

4000 ft
to
25,000
ft MSL

CR

≤ Vd

25,000
to
4000 ft
MSL

As
require
d.(2)

Field

56

Recorded
Data(1)
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
winds, RPM,
TIT, PLA,
Torque,

Remarks
Conduct IAW FTM-108

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para. 7.

Conduct IAW DMOT
Para.8.

Conduct IAW
NATOPS.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Engine
#2

angles at changing
q.

41

Windmill taxi
start

Assess ability to
perform standard
windmill taxi start.

TO(20)

0 to
100
KIAS

41A

Windmill taxi
start

Practice for event
41.

TO(20)

0 to
100
KIAS

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
Field
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
Field
None

Remarks

IAW NATOPS
Procedures
CAT C: Min crew
only(3)

IAW NATOPS
Procedures
CAT C: Min crew
only(3)

42

Steady
Heading
Sideslip

Evaluate propeller
operation under
CR
adverse inflow
angles at constant q. PA(50)

250

Vapp
57

10,000
ft MSL
5000 ft
MSL

OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, , any

Conduct using
unmodified KC-130F.
Conduct IAW FTM 103
and DMOT paragraph
11.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Engine
#2

PA(100)

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
adverse
governing
characteristic
s

43

Stall Recovery

Evaluate propeller
CR
operation during flow PA(100)
separation and stall.

Vstall

15,000

44

Steady PullUps

Evaluate propeller
operation during
various G loadings

CR

210

15,000

45

Steady
Pushovers

Evaluate propeller
operation during
various G loadings

CR

210

15,000

58

OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
OAT, hp,
RPM, TIT,
PLA, Torque,
KIAS, any
adverse

Remarks
Yaw string increments
to be marked with
protractor.
Target (L and R:
PA: 5, 10, 12 deg.
CR: 5, 10, deg.
Conduct IAW FTM-103

Conduct IAW FTM-103

Conduct IAW FTM-103

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Engine
#2

46

Altitude
propeller deice
check

Evaluate operation
of propeller deice
system

CR

As
require
d

47

Battery Only
Huffer Start

Evaluate operation
of EPCS upon start
with partially
discharged battery

N/A

N/A

48

Buddy Start

Assess ability to
perform standard
buddy start.

N/A

N/A

59

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
governing
characteristic
s
25,000 IAW
NATOPS
Chap. 8, Pg
8-26
Field
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
Field
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s

Remarks

IAW NATOPS
Procedures
Conduct IAW NATOPS
Procedures.

Conduct IAW
NATOPS.

Table A-1 Continued
Test
No.
49

Test Title

Purpose

Configuration

Max Power
Ground Stop
Shutdown

Compare blade
angle change rates
during power loss.

Any PA.

Engine
#2
X

50

EPCS Air /
Ground Switch
effects on
Shutdown

Compare blade
angle change rates
during power loss
with EPCS in AIR
mode.

Any PA.

X

60

Engine Recorded
#3
Data(1)
X
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s
X
OAT, hp,
RPM,
Turbine Inlet
Temperature
(TIT), PLA,
Torque, any
adverse
governing
characteristic
s

Remarks
Conduct IAW DMOT
para. 9.

Conduct IAW DMOT
para. 10.

Appendix B
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Excerpts from VX-20 Test Plan Number: TP# 03-164 Amendment #3
4. Power Lever Transients, Ground and In-Flight.
Purpose. Evaluate RPM governing, synchrophasing, power, and beta
stabilization. Also to determine transients which may result in compressor
stall, pitchlocked propeller, or other adverse conditions.
Method of Test. The schedule of power lever transients is presented in tables F-3
and F-4. Tests will be performed with initial settings at 50 deg PLA and FI and
repeated at interim settings only if necessary to investigate unusual operation.
For all tests, the engines will be operated in pairs, with the engines not under
test set as desired on the ground or for level flight. Propeller sync will be ON
for all events, but events may be repeated at test team discretion with the
SYNC off. Anti-ice bleed air will be OFF for all events. The transit time to
complete the PLA movement is specified in the matrix for each test event.
Aggressive “Snap” transients are defined as approximate step changes of
PLA taking less than 1 second and will be performed only to investigate
anomalous behavior at the discretion of the test team. The procedure for
setting MAX for ground events is described below. Transit time for the snap
transients as shown in table F-3 will build down from 2.0 seconds to 0.2
seconds in regimes where it is deemed that there is a high probability of
compressor stall, pitchlocked propeller, or any other adverse conditions. In all
cases, cockpit and test instrumentation will be monitored carefully for torque
overshoots (test instrumentation is only available on engines #2 and #3).
Magnitude and peak values of overshoots will be plotted during testing in
order to establish trends. Dwell time for the snap transients as shown in table
F-4 will build up from 0.5 seconds to 5.0 seconds in regimes where it is
deemed that there is a high probability of compressor stall, pitchlocked
propeller, or any other adverse conditions. When engine instrumentation
indicates that an adverse condition may be achieved with further changes in
the PL dwell time the team will not attempt further build down or build up to
avoid an actual surge or compressor stall condition. Engine instruments for
the test engine will be closely monitored during PLA transients. The test event
will be aborted if a specific PL schedule results in an abnormal propulsion
system response, such as Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT) overshoots, RPM
over- or under-speed, or indications of compressor stall. The power lever
angle will be marked with breakaway restrictor strips positioned on the Power
Lever (PL) base, made from strips of duct tape, to facilitate correct PL
transients without prohibiting PL movement.
An improvised throttle stop may be used for ground events only.
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1. MAX Setting for Ground Events. For ground power lever transients
only, MAX setting will be reduced to avoid overtorquing/overtemping the
engine. The following procedure will be used to establish the reduced
MAX setting for test day conditions:
2. Events T-1 through T-4 will be performed with 13,000 in-lb of torque (as
indicated by cockpit gauges) treated as MAX. Following each event, the
magnitude of the torque overshoot and maximum torque as observed on
the test instrumentation will be noted.
3. Events T-1 through T-4 will then be repeated with the MAX setting
increased by 1,000 in-lb of torque (as indicated on the cockpit gauges).
Again, the magnitude of the torque overshoot and maximum torque as
observed on the test instrumentation will be noted.
The MAX setting that results in a transient peak of approximately 17,500 in-lb
of torque during events T-1 through T-4 will be treated as MAX for those test
day conditions. MAX will be recalculated using this procedure for each
scheduled event or if ambient conditions change drastically.
TABLE C-1
TRANSIENT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS POWER LEVER SCHEDULE
Test
PLA (deg)(1)
Transit
Dwell
PLA (deg)
Transit
(1)
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
event
T-1
50 => MAX
2.0
15
MAX => 50
2.0
T-2
50 => MAX
1.0
15
MAX => 50
1.0
T-3
50 => MAX
0.5
15
MAX => 50
0.5
T-4
50 => MAX
0.2
15
MAX => 50
0.2
T-5
FI => MAX
3.0
15
MAX => FI
3.0
T-5A
FI => MAX
2.0
15
MAX => FI
2.0
T-6
FI => MAX
1.0
15
MAX => FI
1.0
T-7
FI => MAX
0.5
15
MAX => FI
0.5
T-8
FI => MAX
0.2
15
MAX => FI
0.2
T-9(2)
FI => MAX
12.0
15
MAX => 0
0.2
NOTE: (1) For ground events only, MAX will be the reduced MAX setting as
determined using the procedure outlined in Para. 4, above.
(2) Ground event only.
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TABLE C-2
TRANSIENT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
POWER LEVER SCHEDULE (SNAPS)(3)
Test
Point

PLA (deg)

Transit
(sec)

T-11=>T-16
T-17=>T-22
T-23=>T-28
T-29=>T-34
T-35=>T-40
T-41=>T-46
T-47=>T-52
T-53=>T-58
T-59=>T-64
T-65=>T-70
T-71=>T-76
T-77=>T-82

60=>MAX
50=>MAX
FI=>MAX
60=>MAX
50=>MAX
FI=>MAX
60=>MAX
50=>MAX
FI=>MAX
60=>MAX
50=>MAX
FI=>MAX

Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap

(2)

Target
Dwell(1)
(sec)

PLA
(deg) (2)

5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5
5.0=>0.5

MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI
MAX=>FI

Transit
(sec)
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap
Snap

Airborne Test
Conditions
(KIAS/FT.
PA/CONFIG.)
Vapp/5,000/PA50
Vapp/5,000/PA50
Vapp/5,000/PA50
250/5,000/CR
250/5,000/CR
250/5,000/CR
160/25,000/CR
160/25,000/CR
160/25,000/CR
Vh/25,000/CR
Vh/25,000/CR
Vh/25,000/CR

NOTES: (1) The target dwell may be varied in ~0.5 second increments to
investigate conditions that may cause pitchlock, compressor stall, or any
other adverse conditions, following discussion with the TECT. Based on
test cell results, the expected area of interest for flight events is
approximately 4 seconds. The aircraft will return to base for pitchlocked
propeller or compressor stall, regardless of cause. VFR conditions
required to investigate adverse conditions.
(2) For ground events only, MAX will be the reduced MAX setting as
determined using the procedure outlined in Para. 4, above.
(3) These test points will be conducted with “sync off” initially and then
with “sync on” for comparison.
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New prop controller eases maintenance burden for Hercules
By James Darcy
Public Affairs
Air Test and Evaluation Squadron 20 has successfully completed initial flight
tests of an electronic propeller control system for the Navy and Marine Corps’ 48
Lockheed C-130T Hercules transports and tankers. The EPCS upgrade will
replace a device that is one of the most maintenance-intensive components on
the entire airframe, reducing costs and increasing readiness for the C-130T fleet.
The new controllers have been developed under a cost-saving initiative by
Hamilton Sundstrand, manufacturers of the Hercules’ propellers, said flight test
engineer Justin Garr, who is test team lead for the EPCS program. The Air
National Guard, which also operates the C-130, contributed about two thirds of
government program funding for flight test, he added.
The new controller has been modified from similar devices on other, newer
Hamilton Sundstrand propeller systems, but is still considered off-the-shelf, Garr
said.
“The propellers on these aircraft are very complex pieces of machinery,” he
explained. In the C-130, engine speed and propeller speed stay constant
throughout flight; the actual velocity of the aircraft is controlled by changing the
pitch angle of the propeller blades.
When the pilot pushes the throttles forward, more fuel goes to the engines,
causing it to want to turn faster. Instead, a hydromechanical system causes the
pitch of the blades to increase, making them bite more air and absorbing the
excess energy. This increases the speed of the aircraft, while engine speed stays
constant, Garr said.
That hydromechanical system that makes it all work is a complicated device full
of valves and ports that open and close, moving fluid throughout, in order to
change the prop pitch. There are no electronic sensors or computer brains
making it all work, just an intricate piece of machinery that responds to
mechanical forces.
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“The valve housing is the leading maintenance degrader for the aircraft,” Garr
said. “It’s the leading reason a C-130 doesn’t go flying.”
The EPCS replaces the old system with a device that relies on an electronic
speed sensor to command changes in propeller pitch. A new, simpler valve
housing is wired into the EPCS box. “You’re digitally mimicking the
hydromechanical system,” Garr said.
Because software algorithms drive the process, performance can also be
tweaked to a greater degree than was previously possible.
The EPCS also handles the synchronization of propellers between the Hercules’
four engines, a task currently managed by a separate device, the “solid state
snychrophaser.”
For the first phase of flight testing, the EPCS was installed on the number-three
engine of a C-130T only, for risk mitigation purposes. Beginning Sept. 21, VX-20
put the system through almost 12 hours of flight testing.
“The speed governing was excellent,” Garr said. One benefit of the software
control is a reduction in “overshoots and undershoots.” The old system didn’t
always respond to power increases or reductions as smoothly as desired,
resulting in initial over-corrections to the prop pitch. The new software provides a
smoother response, Garr said.
Flight tests have been rigorous, to ensure that the Fleet won’t get any surprises.
“We wrung [the aircraft] out a lot more than you normally would,” he said.
“We asked, ‘What if someone just slammed the power levers all the way
forward?’” Garr said. Project test pilots told the engineers that no C-130 pilot
would ever do that, since they are trained to increase power gradually.
“We did it anyway,” he said.
The test aircraft is now having EPCS units installed on the remaining three
engines in preparation for the next phase of testing, which will focus on the
propeller synchronization function. Ground tests are slated to begin in December,
with flights in January. A team from Naval Air Depot Cherry Point, N.C., is
handling the integration work.
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Cost savings for the program will be realized over the life of the aircraft fleet. “We
expect to lose far fewer flights” Garr said, “with much better availability and less
time in maintenance. We also won’t be needing as many spare parts.”
At present, the Navy and Marine Corps operate four basic models of the
Hercules for aerial refueling and transport: the F, R, T and J. The new J model,
which already incorporates an electronic propeller control system, will eventually
replace all F and R models.
But the T models, which were manufactured in the 1980s and 90s, will stay in
inventory long enough to make the EPCS program cost-effective, Garr said. VX20 has also been involved in testing new defensive countermeasure systems –
chaff and flare – for the T models.
“These are tactical aircraft,” Garr said. “A lot of people forget that, because
they’re so big. But these are very robust airplanes.”
The Lockheed YC-130 prototype made its first flight in 1954. In the four
intervening decades, it has become one of the world’s most ubiquitous military
transports, with variants flying in a variety of roles for dozens of nations.
Cutline:
A technician on the hangar floor at VX-20 works on installation of a new
electronic propeller control system for the C-130T Hercules, in preparation for
upcoming flight tests.
Photo by Paul Leibe, courtesy The Enterprise
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Figure E-1
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Figure E-1 Continued
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Contact: Robert Schechtman
860-654-2772
Peg Hashem
860-654-3469
http://www.hamiltonsundstrand.com
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Aero Union Achieves First P-3 Flight of
Hamilton Sundstrand Electronic Propeller Control System
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn., Jan. 31, 2005 -- Hamilton Sundstrand’s digital
electronic propeller control system (EPCS) for model 54H60 propellers has
performed successfully in the initial series of flight tests on the Aero Union P-3
Tanker aircraft at Aero Union facilities in Chico, California.
Bob Farinsky, director of business development, who led this project for
Aero Union, said, “Aero Union shares Hamilton Sundstrand’s excitement in
successfully initiating P-3 flight test. I’m continually impressed with the level of
expertise and dedication demonstrated by every member of the EPCS team. It
has taken a significant effort to achieve this milestone for a flight-critical system.”
Ron Hunter, director of flight operations and former U.S. Navy acceptance
test flight engineer for production P3’s at NAVPRO Burbank, said, “The propeller
governing and power response was excellent with EPCS. We were much more
aggressive with power lever movements than normal P3 operations and the
EPCS performed superbly. Engine restarts with the EPCS are much smoother
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than the current mechanical system. We put the system through its paces and it
performed in an outstanding manner.”
“The new system provides a smoother response with a reduction in
overshoots and undershoots of the propeller engine speed. The system has
worked very well during the ground and initial flight tests,” said Mike Thomas,
assistant director of maintenance, and Matt Carlson, maintenance department
EPCS Project Lead at Aero Union. “We also can see the benefits to the
maintainer with automated checks and fault diagnostics. Man-hours for test and
trouble shooting propeller control discrepancies will be saved during annual
maintenance. In addition, not having to perform propeller phase angle
adjustments on post maintenance check flights will reduce fuel cost and flight
time.”
The U.S. Navy is currently flight-testing the C-130 version of EPCS. The
EPCS replaces the HS 54H60 mechanical valve housing control and
syncrophaser to achieve logistics savings. It is designed to provide a higher level
of reliability and to simplify the propeller control calibration. This control
architecture was also used on the NP2000 eight-blade propeller now being
fielded on the E-2C aircraft.
Achieving this major milestone in the EPCS program is a critical step to
production release and supports Hamilton Sundstrand efforts to further market
the EPCS for other 54H60 propeller applications. According to Robert
Schechtman, business development manager of the Hamilton Sundstrand
propulsion business, “This control system is ideally suited for the modernization
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of all aircraft using the 54H60 propeller. This technology will bring many benefits
to the users, which ultimately increases aircraft availability.”
Hamilton Sundstrand, a subsidiary of United Technologies Corporation (NYSE:
UTX), is headquartered in Windsor Locks, Connecticut. Among the world’s
largest suppliers of technologically advanced aerospace and industrial products,
the company designs, manufactures and services aerospace systems and
provides integrated systems solutions for commercial, regional, corporate and
military aircraft. It is also a major supplier for global space programs.
###
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Nathan Neblett was born in Houston, TX on April 18, 1970. He was raised in
Texas, and Arkansas, graduating first in his class at Joe T. Robinson High
School. From there, he attended the United States Naval Academy, receiving a
commission as a 2ndLT of Marines with the Class of 1992, having earned a
Bachelors of Science in Aerospace Engineering.
From there, he pursued a career as a Marine Corps aviator, receiving his wings
in 1994. As an aviator, he served aboard KC-130F and KC-130R aircraft, and
was later sent back to the training command as an instructor. From there, he
was selected to attend the United States Naval Test Pilot School, and graduated
with Class 122. Completing the syllabus there, he began his follow on career as
a C-130 Test Pilot at Naval Air Station Patuxent River, Maryland.
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